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As a Developer or Home Owner how
much control over the cost of your
project do you really have? There is

an alternative. Opti-mize was created
to offer a fully independent way to

review your project documents and
offer pragmatic alternatives aimed

at lowering the cost without
necessarily lowing the expectations

in terms of aesthetics and
function.We only charge a fee for the
costs we save you - if we dont deliver

on our offering, you dont need to
pay us anything. What have you to

loose.Let us review your documents
today and get your savings

underway.Contact us for more
details and a proposal.



THE WHY

Our services come to you at no risk. If we are unable to generate savings for you you will not be invoiced. You pay only for the
agreed cost savings we generate on a rolling percentage basis. The conventional design system sometimes using options during
tendering but the most common method is for a Contractor to offer a sum based on single selected products. Often there are
alternatives that meet the same function, specification and look/feel but are just priced lower than the specified products. This
is not a service to pick holes in what a designer has completed, merely an independent review with consideration for you to
consider. We have an extensive database of alternate products and sub contractors who can be called upon to provide
quotations that could reduce your project cost. Again, if we cannot generate savings you don't owe us anything so what have
you to lose?



HOW IT  WORKS

1. You appoint us with an agreed percentage based remuneration based on results only.
2. We review your project documentation and provide you with a report on proposed savings including costs. We suggest you
discuss these with your designer as well as they will need to endorse the suggestions.
3. You agree on all, some of, or none of the suggested savings.
4. We only invoice you for those savings that you agree too to reduce your project cost. Less our fee you still save money.



FAQ 'S
Q: Should we consider using your service before or after appointing a contractor?
A: Ideally before the award to a Contractor, but the service can still be beneficial once a Contractor is appointed. The potential
options for cost optimisation though are less, to obtain the best result, the document reviews should be once the project is deemed
ready for sending to a Contractor(s) for pricing.  

Q: What if my designer objects to you being appointed?
A: There should be no reason why your designer would object to you wanting to optimise your costs. Its always best to explain to
your designer that we are not out to find fault with their documents, merely to assist you in ensuring you get the best price you can
without compromising the intended quality of the project. 

Q: What if my appointed Contractor refuses to accept any of the suggestions you provide?
A: Then you pay us nothing, but you should ask yourself why the Contractor has rejected them and then ask them to explain the
reasons as well. Our services do not target the profits of Contractor's, we understand that they are in the project to return a profit,
equally you do not want to strip profit out of their service as this potentially leads to lower quality and soured relationships. We can
work in conjunction with the Contractor on a collaborative basis if there is resistance to reinforce that they should not lose out on
the savings that are proposed. If anything their return on profit increases.  



FAQ 'S
Q: I'm still not sure this is the best thing for me.
A: You have nothing to lose - if we cannot save anything then you do not need to pay us. Its totally risk free for you.  

Q: How do you calculate the savings?
A: The starting position are the costs from your existing budget against which we present options each costed based on what you
will pay from a supplier/contractor. If there is no budget or it is not sufficiently detailed, the starting position is based on what you
will pay from a supplier/contractor. Thus if in your budget Product A is $10, we may present an alternative to Product A at $8, which
is a $2 dollar saving. If there is no budget and we do not know the cost of Product A (the original) we will seek the price which should
still be $10. At all times we work with you. 

 Q: Is this the same as a build broker?
A: No, its different. Build brokers generally take a commission from the builders when they win the job. They tender the project to a
selection of builders who compete for the job and will generally measure the savings as the difference between the highest and
lowest bids. They essentially do what a Quantity Surveyor (QS) could do but are not necessarily more economical than using a QS. A
QS will take a fee for their service so there is no inbuilt commission in the Contractor's pricing.   



FAQ 'S
Q: Are you qualified to offer this service - how do we know that you are?
A: Yes we most certainly are. Our principal, Paul Bishop, has over 30 years experience as a Quantity Surveyor having worked on
some of the world's most complex projects. We understand costs of construction intimately and are well placed to offer you this
service to leverage optimised costs. Paul is both a Chartered and Registered Quantity Surveyor as well as an Expert Witness in his
field. You may validate this independently via the New Zealand Institute of Quantity Surveyors and the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors.   

Q: If you do find savings what is your fee?
A: We provide a full fee structure for every project once we have reviewed your documents, which is percentage based. Each project
may be different there we tailor our fees to suit. But remember, even after payment of our fees, you have savings that go back to
you that you would not have if we were not engaged. As a guide our fees are typically 10 - 30% of the savings, so you keep most of
the savings.



ABOUT US

Since our inception, we have been
totally focused on building a
strategic, quality cost consultancy
and project management practice,
that you want to work with.
Established in 2014 by Paul Bishop a
QS with over 30 years experience
and ex fortune 500 company
director

When I established this practice, my aim was simple - to be different by offering high
quality consultancy services at an affordable price and based on a boutique basis. I
have no aspirations to become a large scale practice, my aspirations are only to
deliver to meet the needs of the Client, on time at a predetermined cost and to the
highest quality. Many claim to be cost consultants, however many of those fail to
understand the construction process, or be knowlegable around the subject, which
is fundamental to being able to deliver cost advice at a strategic and detailed level. 

Paul Bishop - Chartered & Registered Quantity Surveyor


